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Dear Ms. Egan, Ms. Struck, and Mr. Staley:
The Office of the Investor Advocate1 appreciates this opportunity to provide comments in regard
to NASAA’s Proposed Model Legislation or Regulation to Protect Vulnerable Adults from Financial
Exploitation.2 We support NASAA’s proposed model legislation (“Proposed Model Act”) and believe it
will enhance the ability of financial professionals and firms to protect vulnerable adults from suspected
financial exploitation. We also offer one suggestion to strengthen the Model Act further.
We have made it a priority to investigate ways to help protect elderly investors from financial
exploitation. More specifically, we have been looking for ways to give financial service professionals
more effective tools to protect vulnerable clients. Investment adviser representatives and agents of
broker-dealers are uniquely situated to spot financial abuse of their clients, and we believe it is
appropriate to improve the ability of financial professionals to prevent such abuse.
Elder financial abuse is expected to grow dramatically for at least three reasons. First, our
population is aging. About 10,000 Americans will celebrate their 65th birthday every day from now
until 2030,3 and by 2040, more than one in five Americans will be 65 or older.4 Second, as the
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population ages, we can predict that greater numbers of seniors will begin to suffer from diminished
capacity. The Alzheimer's Association estimates that the number of people age 65 and older with
Alzheimer's disease will reach 7.1 million by 2025, a 40 percent increase from the current number of 5.1
million.5 Third, with the growing dependence upon defined contribution retirement plans instead of
defined benefit plans,6 seniors will be left with greater control over the savings they have built up
through a lifetime of hard work. According to some estimates, persons 65 years and older have a total
of $18.1 trillion in assets, including $10 trillion in financial assets.7 These assets will be very tempting
targets for wrongdoers of all stripes, from unethical caregivers and family members to fraudsters and
scam artists.
When the unscrupulous carry out acts of exploitation, financial professionals often find
themselves on the front lines. Many agents and investment adviser representatives have known their
clients for years, and they may be among the first to recognize signs of diminished capacity and the red
flags of financial exploitation. But these financial professionals often feel limited in their ability to
protect their clients. That is where we believe the proposed Model Act can help. The proposed
legislation would provide broker-dealers and investment advisers with the authority to delay disbursing
funds from an eligible adult’s account if the broker-dealer or investment adviser reasonably believes that
such disbursement will result in the financial exploitation of the eligible adult. This represents an
important step in empowering financial institutions and professionals to do the right thing when they
suspect elderly financial abuse.
Any law or regulation in this area must balance two potentially conflicting goals: to respect
every individual’s right to self-determination, while also seeking to protect the vulnerable from
exploitation and even self-destruction. Accordingly, any legislation that gives financial professionals
greater authority to combat financial exploitation must also set appropriate limits on that authority and
uphold the rights of customers to their property.
The Office of the Investor Advocate believes that the proposed Model Act strikes an appropriate
balance, by coupling the authority to pause distributions with mandatory reporting requirements. If a
broker-dealer or investment adviser delays a disbursement, it must notify persons authorized to transact
business on the account (unless such persons are suspected of the financial exploitation), notify the state
securities commissioner and adult protective services, and undertake an internal review of the suspected
exploitation.8 These reporting requirements will strengthen the effectiveness of the pause, while
providing an appropriate measure of checks and balances.
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The proposed Model Act also imposes time limits on any delays in disbursement (to a maximum
of ten business days, with the possibility of a 10-day extension upon request of protective agencies, for a
total delay of 20 business days).9 The Office of the Investor Advocate supports this provision as another
example of balanced treatment, with the deadlines serving to limit the authority of financial firms to
place a pause on disbursements. In the future, as we gain experience in observing the effects of delays
on disbursements, we advise NASAA to review the length of the pauses and adjust the timelines if that
proves advisable.
Significantly, the Model Act explicitly permits broad access to the records of broker-dealers and
investment advisers by protective agencies in cases of suspected or attempted financial exploitation.10
Such information can prove essential for an Adult Protective Services (“APS”) investigation. But we
understand that, too often, APS investigators have encountered difficulties in obtaining the records in a
timely manner. In some cases, financial institutions may require a subpoena before releasing account
information needed by APS to investigate the very cases of elderly financial exploitation that the
financial institution reported to APS.11 While recognizing this provision of the proposed legislation as a
positive step forward, the Office of the Investor Advocate believes that it should be strengthened further.
We recommend that the proposed Model Act require, not merely permit, reporting institutions to provide
records to APS upon reasonable request.
We note, and support, another provision of the Model Act that would provide financial
professionals with another important communications tool. If a qualified employee reasonably believes
that financial exploitation of an eligible adult may have occurred, may have been attempted, or is being
attempted, a qualified employee may notify any third party previously designated by the eligible adult.12
Disclosure may not be made to any designated third party that is suspected of financial exploitation or
other abuse of the eligible adult. By restricting notification to third parties who have already been
designated in advance, this provision underscores the importance of an emerging industry best practice,
in which firms ask (but do not require) customers to provide a trusted contact at account opening and
subsequently during periodic account reviews.
In conclusion, we commend NASAA for its efforts to combat elderly abuse. We believe that
adoption of the proposed Model Act will help build momentum to protect those at risk of financial
exploitation. We also recommend strengthening the legislation by requiring reporting institutions to
provide records to APS upon reasonable request, in order to facilitate the prompt investigation of
suspected financial exploitation.
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Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or Stephen Deane on my
staff at (202) 551-3302.
Sincerely,

Rick A. Fleming
Investor Advocate
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